Kookaburra Fencing Ltd are proud to introduce
Gramline™ fencing and GramLAT™ lattice to the
UK and EU markets. These unique products have
been tried and tested, in Australia, for over 20
years and have been shown to provide
VERSATILITY, STRENGTH and LASTING GOOD
LOOKS.

Made from high tensile Colorbond® steel
Gramline™ fencing and GramLAT™ lattice will
provide you with the strength and privacy you
require, while the unique double sided saw tooth
profile and three-dimensional steel lattice
provides the same attractive appearance on both
sides.

Gramline™
A Gramline™ fence gives you exactly the same profile on both
sides of the fence. The saw tooth profile ensuring that you and
your neighbour will equally enjoy the same attractive view.
While the clean lines and lack of footholds make it difficult for
any would be intruders to scale.
In addition to these benefits your Gramline™ fence will:
* Never need painting
* Require little maintenance
* Have exceptional corrosion resistance
* Be 100% Recyclable
* Have the strength of steel
* Be able to withstand harsh UV conditions
* Flexibly integrate with GramLAT™ lattice
GramLAT™
The unique double sided 3 dimensional design of GramLAT™
lattice makes it the ideal choice to combine with your Gramline™
fence or as a stand alone screening solution. With the
appearance of traditional timber lattice but with the strength and
durability of Colorbond® steel you can be assured that your
GramLAT™ lattice will look good year after year.
Additionaly your GramLAT™ Lattice will:
* Provide unique screening solutions
* Never need painting
* Require little maintenance
* Have exceptional corrosion resistance
* Be 100% Recyclable
* Have the strength and durablity of steel
* Be able to withstand harsh UV conditions
* Flexibly integrate with Gramline™ fencing

STEEL

Colorbond®
Gramline™ fence and GramLAT™ lattice are manufactured from Colorbond®
steel. This high tensile pre-painted steel has been specifically designed to
withstand the harshest Australian weather conditions.
Colorbond® steel ensures that all Gramline™ and GramLAT™ products have
both a long lifespan (up to four times that of ordinary galvanised steel) and a
durable paint finish which is resistant to chipping, cracking and peeling.

INSTALLATION: Both Gramline™ fencing and
GramLAT™ lattice will be installed by a Kookaburra
Fencing approved contractor.
EASY TO MAINTAIN: To keep your Gramline™ fencing
and GramLAT™ lattice looking good, a simple wash down
with a soft bristle brush is all that is required. No more
messy paints or smelly fencing preservatives, Kookaburra
fencing is low maintenance so you can spend more time
enjoying your garden.
More washing may be required in coastal areas or areas
where industrial fallout can occur.
Avoid spraying the fence with garden or pest control
chemicals.

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information and
technical specifications please see our web site at:

www.kookaburra-fencing.co.uk
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All our Gramline™ and GramLAT™ Steel fencing products are made from durable, high strength Colorbond® pre-painted
steel, the infill sheets are all covered by BHP Steel's 10 year warranty. Please note conditions apply.
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PLEASE NOTE: Kookaburra Fencing Ltd is consistently seeking ways to improve the specification design and production of
its products. Whilst every effort is made to produce up to date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible
guide to current specifications nor does it constitute an offer for a sale of any particular product. For the latest product
specifications please check our web site at www.kookaburra-fencing.co.uk E & OE.

